
Referral Program
Love our Spinal Flow treatments? 
Refer us to your friends: 

• YOU get a FREE* 30-minute Spinal Flow treatment worth $120. Upon 
your friend’s confirmed appointment.  

• Your friends get a special price $128 (save $72) on their initial 
consultation and Spinal Flow treatment. 

ONLINE BOOKING GUIDE 

1. Click on the link to book an appointment: http://bit.ly/2TdQfA4 

2. Select “Services”: Initial Consultation and Treatment (Adult or Child) 
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3. Select “Any Practitioners” or specific Spinal Flow practitioners listed 

4. Select date and time 
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5. Information required to confirm booking:- 

A.First name 
B.Last name 
C.Date of birth 
D.Email address 
E.Mobile number 
F.Extra Information/Comments: (refer to #6) 

6. Extra Information/Comments: Type promo code “FR128” to indicate referral from clients 
of RealEase. 

7. Important information: 

• 24-hour Cancellation Policy - Any cancellation within 24 hour of appointment time is 
liable for full collection if invoiced. 

• Invoicing - to facilitate a more efficient flow of treatment and client experience, RealEase 
will issue the invoice within 24-hours of the appointment time in respect of initial 
consultation & treatment or other standard one-off appointments. 
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8. Accept terms of use and click “Book appointment” 

9. A booking confirmation email with appointment details as well as a request to complete a 
Health History Questionnaire (online form) will be sent to the email provided to us. 

FAQ
1. Dress code: Anything comfortable. The session is conducted fully-clothed and no change of 

clothes is required.


2. What to expect during the first visit: https://www.real3ase.com/spinal-flow-technique


3. Are our services covered by insurance?

- We are not currently aware of insurance that covers Spinal Flow treatment. However, we 

understand that it may be claimable under companies offering flexible benefits. We would 
suggest checking with your HR or relevant flexible benefit champions in your workplace. 


4. What are the rates for subsequent or follow-up sessions?

- Rates for follow-up Spinal Flow treatment may differ depending the individualized 

treatment plan, which includes the number of sessions and frequency of treatment, 
recommended by our Spinal Flow practitioners. Depending on the number of treatments 
recommended and willingness to commit to the individualized plan via bundled and 
discounted Commitment to Heal treatments, average rate per session could range 
between $87 to $99. 


- Ad-hoc follow-up Spinal Flow treatment could be 21%-38% higher than bundled sessions.
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